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Steven M. Hoffberg

From: Steven M. Hoffberg [steve@hoffberg.org]

Sent: Thursday, November 18, 2004 12:20 PM

To: 'Nguyen, Nga'

Subject: 09/599,163 processjog

#!/bin/csh

# processjog: emails a record of a day's usage to a user

set day = 'date '+%cT
set mon = 'date '+%nrf

set yr = 'date '+%Y"

set MAILCMD = Vusr/sbin/sendmail'

set DIR = ~dave/newshare/tvs/logger

set RFILE = /tmp/slog.$$

set TFILE = /tmp/susers.$$

@ day -= 1

set DT = "${mon}/${day}/${yr}"

set pms = (26 27 28 29 30 31)

echo "To: David Oliver <dave@newshare.com>" >! $TFILE

foreach pm ($pms)

set ib = '${DIR}/infobot $prrf >& /dev/null

set ulist = '${DIR}/user_list $pm $DT >& /dev/null

foreach user ($ulist)

echo "To: $ib" >! $RFILE
${DIR}/sessionier $pm $user $DT » $RFILE

if (-f $RFILE) then

set wc = 'wc -I $RFILE
|
awk '{print $1}"

if ($wc > 1 ) then

$MAILCMD $ib < $RFILE
echo "$pm $user" » $TFILE

endif

end if

end
end

# mail results to sys manager

set wc = wc -I $TFILE
|
awk '{print $1}"

if ($wc > 1 ) then
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$MAILCMD dave < $TFILE
endif

if (-f $RFILE) /bin/rm -f $RFILE
if (-f $TF I LE) /bin/rm -f $TFILE

exit

Very truly yours,

Steven M. Hoffberg

Milde & Hoffberg, LLP
Suite 460
10 Bank Street

White Plains, NY 10606

(914) 949-3100 tel.

(914) 949-3416 fax

Confidentiality Notice: This message, and any attachments thereto, may contain confidential information which is

legally privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the intended recipient, generally the individual or

entity named above. If you believe you are not the intended recipient, or in the event that this document is

received in error, or misdirected, you are requested to immediately inform the sender by reply e-mail at

Steve@Hoffberg.org and destroy all copies of the e-mail file and attachments. You are hereby notified that any
disclosure, copying, distribution or use of any information contained in this transmission other than by the

intended recipient is strictly prohibited.
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